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ON THE REGULARITY FOR 2nd ORDER NONLINEAR ELLIPTIC SYSTEMS

Oldřich John, Jindřich Nečas, Jana Stará
v

Prague, CSSR

Let an elliptic system of m equations in £1 c |Rp be considered:
-D«(a^(x,u,vu)) + I^XjU.vu) = - D ^ f ^ x ) * f 1 (x) ,

(1)

o(s1f...,n

i=1,...,m

x=(x^ ,... ,xn) u= (u ,...,u ) .

It is known that for the couples (m,n) with m=1 or n=2 the regularity holds, i.e.the weak solutions of (1) belong to C *

. In ca-

se of (m,n) general it does not take place, not even if the functions
a,a,f and f are analytic. The attempts at the deeper analysis led to
the formulation of the following problems:
Firstly, to obtain the regularity for all (m.n) by modification
of the concept of regularity itself. Acting in this direction the mathematicians developed the theory of partial regularity. In case of
the system (1) we get, roughly speaking, the following: For each weak
solution u of (1) there exists closed "very small" set JL
u€ C

,CC

such that

( Q . N Z ) . First theorems of this type are due to C.B.IYlorrey, la-

ter the Italian mathematicians brought this theory to its today s
form. (For the references see [1] ) •
Secondly, to finish the investigation of the set of couplesfm.n).
The history .of these efforts is sufficiently known. (Cf. [1),I2]). In
our paper [3] we dealt with the obstinate cases (m,3) ,(m,4) which had
resisted for long. We constructed the systems
D a

« i(Vu)=-0 on X L =B(0,1), o<=1,..., n

i=-1 ,...,m £<n+1)n/2) n=3,4,...

in such a way that their coefficients are analytic, the uniqueness
for Dlrichlet BVP holds and for suitably chosen analytic boundary function the Dlrichlet BVP has the solution with bounded and discontinuous gradient.
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Thirdlyt to characterize regular subclasses of the set of all
systems (1). Being interested in the regularity of weak solutions
with bounded gradient (which is reasonable from the point of view of
applications) we can use as a good characterization the condition of
the Llouville type.
In the first place we consider the interior regularity (cf.[4]).
Let in (1) ai, ^

be in C1(iT x IRmx » ^ J ,

tf«W1fp(.a)

, f 1 * W1

| p / 2 CQ)

where p ^ n , Let us assume further
(2)

(T>ai/T>|3)<x,u,pr,^3>D,

<x,u,|) 6 £1 x |Rmx IR^.

Definitions. The system (1) has the property (R) if its each
weak solution u C W 1
to C

1,

2 l o c (IL;

«Rm) for which V u € L^(XL; IR-^) belongs

* ( H ; IR m ). The system (1) has the property (L^louville) if for

each couple (xolu0)€-fl-x IRm and for each weak solution U€ W,

2

^QfP^

of the system
13)

DcCaj'(x0,uof VU)

=0,

<x>1,...,n

1*1,... ,ro

the following assertion is valid: If V U C L w (IR n ; |Rmn) then U is a
polynomial of at most the first degree.
THEOREITI 1.

(L)-=£(R) .

Remark 1. In case of n-2 IL) can be proved directly (see £4]).
For ro*1 and for the systems (1) with

a^x,u,,|') * A^?Cx,u) J^ we

can establish (L) passing in (3) to the equations In variations and
using the results of HILDEBRANDT and WIDOOAN [5J and CAMPANATQ [6] respectively. It follows from THEOREITI 1 now that all these special cases have the property (R) •
Remark 2. (Sketch of the proof) • Let (1) have the property (L)
and let u be its weak solution with bounded gradient. For B(x,R)put

V<x,R) - r » I B ( X ( | r . W -vXfR1*dy,
where
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v* V u . It follows from (L) that

v x>R -t^BCx.Rr 1 J B<X(R) u< y ,

(4) For each x Q C -O there exists R k ->0 + such that linV-»ooV(xo>Rk*=0The assumptions on (1) enable us to pass from (1) to the quaslllnear
system for v. For each bounded weak solution of this system there exists £ > 0 such that if V(x Q ,R)< Z with some R> 0 then ve C0|*(B(xoto))
with some

P€(0,R) and* =- minfl/2t 1-n/p}. This together with (4)

gives the result.
As to the regularity up to the boundaryt the situation is much
more complicated.(For the details see [7]) # Denote 12. =- U c Rjj;

IxJ-* 1 for 1=1,...,n} t r =- {xcR n ; I x±| < 1, l«1,...,n-1, xn=o} .
We consider again the system (1) with f£=0. The weak formulation of
the boundary value problem (BVP) is

(5)

u - uD £ W>

(6)

For eachyc 1/:
^ [ a X f1 + a 1 ^ 1

- f1 y^dx

= J^Ih^x.u)- g V ) ] i^dS,

where u 0 c W 2 f P ( a ; IRj , g c L ^ r ; IRj , he C1(r x |Rm; IRj are given
functions,

/

Z^'-={v€W1 2 (X1; |Rm) ; Cv=0 on T , v=0 o n ^ Q ^ T } , and

t is a constant matrix of the type (g'nK
Definitions. The BVP has the property (R^) if its each solution u for which 7 u € L 0 ( , ( . a ; IR-^) belongs to C 1 , *(£Lur J IR^ . The BVP
nas

the property

L Q if for each triplet (x 0 ,u 0 ,d^crx |Rmx IRmn and

for every function U € W 1

2

i oc l^n» **n\)

for

wnlcn

for all <p €C^(|Rn; IRJ , Ccp-0 on {x; x n -o} t
(B)

CU is the polynomial of at most the first degree on {xj xn=-0)

the following assertion is valid: If V U c L ^ (iR*; »Rmn)» then U is
the polynomial

of at most the first degree on R*.

THEOREM 2.

(L) A (LQ) =->(R&V

Remark 3. We say that the system (1) has the property (R*) if
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for each ••frozen" system (3) there exists
solution u of (3) on

R

T>0

such that each weak

with the bounded gradient V u is of the spac^

C •* (B(OfT)) and the Hfllderian norm of the gradient depends only on |
| V u l ^ . The following result converse to THEOREIYi 1 holds: (R*;=-1>(L)I
For BVP the analogical assertion is valid (see f4] , [7]) .
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